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Subject: Air traffic controllers -- Selection and appointment --
United States. Excerpt: . . . Rater Training to the pilot test sites. In
general, procedures for admin-Fourteen highly experienced
controllers from field istering these two assessment measures
proved to be units or currently working as instructors at the FAA
effective. Data were gathered on a total of 77 controllers
Academy were detailed to the AT-SAT project to serve at the two
locations. Test administrators asked pilot test as raters for the
HFPM portion of the project. Raters participants for their
reactions to the CBPM, and many arrived approximately three
weeks before the start of of them reported that the situations
were realistic and data collection to allow time for adequate
training and like those that occurred on their jobs. pilot testing.
Thus, our rater training occurred over an Results for the CBPM
are presented in Table 4. 4. extended period...
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The ebook is simple in read easier to recognize. It is one of the most awesome book we have read through. I am happy
to explain how this is basically the finest pdf we have read inside my very own lifestyle and may be he finest publication
for actually.
-- Ja iden Tur cotte DDS-- Ja iden Tur cotte DDS

This is an amazing publication i actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading
through period. Its been developed in an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following i finished
reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Noa h Pa dber g-- Noa h Pa dber g
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